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Abstract
In this paper, we explore the notion of user participation in context-aware applications and
environments from a transdisciplinary perspective. A critical view on user participation within calm
computing is discussed and some problems are identified. The reflection of these problems in
current context-aware applications and environments are described. We propose a set of
recommendations and possible realizations to overcome these problems and empower users in
configuring and using these applications.

1.

Introduction

The last fifteen years there is intensive research in academic circles as well in the industry on the topic of
context-awareness. This strong interest is also stimulated by European policy makers (Ducatel,
Bogdanowicz et al., 2003), but no real breakthrough in research is perceived. If context-aware
environments are so intelligent as some people maintain, and context-aware applications make the life of
the people better, why are not all environments context-aware right now?
We believe that current vision of user participation within calm computing is one of the causes. To clarify
our concerns we start with following simple example of a context-aware application that is often described
in papers (e.g. in Meyer & Rakotonirainy, 2003): the light is switched on automatically when some
conditions are satisfied, e.g. a person enters the house while it is dark. A lot of questions arise when taking
a closer look to this use case. People often don’t know why the light suddenly goes on, which may cause a
feeling of fear and hostility. Often developers have decided when the light goes on while users cannot
change it. In a lot of context-aware applications the user doesn’t even has the possibilities to switch off
these ‘intelligent’ functionalities, so that s/he just has to obey what the developers defined for her/him. Also,
‘darkness’ has no fixed meaning. It has a different meaning for different persons and in different
interactions. At last we also doubt the usefulness of this application.
It is clear that context is a difficult topic to tackle; we assume this is because it touches upon the basic
structures of interactions in the everyday life world. Together with the evolution of putting the focus on ‘the
user’ in innovation research, both play an important role for the development of context-aware applications.
We doubt if the current ‘user centered design’ vision puts the user at such a central stage as they often
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claim. This goes together with the vision on ubiquitous computing as letting disappear (graphical user)
interfaces or technology in general disappear as much as possible. In this article we discuss if this goal is
the one to follow if we want context-aware applications to succeed. Maybe the vision on ubiquitous
computing as initially defined by Weiser is not the way to follow completely?
In this article we take a transdisciplinary look to the evolution of context-aware applications and
environments. We start with the deconstruction of the concept of ‘user participation’ and study how this is
relating to the current trends in design of applications. In the next section we describe how these problems
are reflected in current context-aware applications and environments. A brief history and some major
trends of creating, configuring and using these types of applications are outlined, focusing on the shift of
power relations and control. Thereafter we define some important conditions that have to be realized to
make a shift in these relations and empower the user when interacting with context-aware environments.
At the end we formulate some conclusions and link them to future work.

2.

Questioning user participation in calm computing

When searching for the causes of the failure of a real breakthrough of context-aware applications we can
determine dominant discourses and trends, which from our opinion are important influences on the process
of creating context-aware applications. We focus on the empowerment of the user in the process of giving
meaning to the interaction between humans and non-humans. We situate ourselves in the tradition of
others who focus as well on this empowerment perspective in building context-aware applications (Gajos,
Fox et al., 2002; Dey, Sohn et al., 2006).

2.1 Calm computing incompatible with feelings of fear?
The contradiction we want to discuss first is the tension between 'ubiquitous' computing which focus on the
disappearance of computing and the fear of humans for technology they cannot perceive or control.

2.1.1 Dominant vision on ubiquitous computing
Nowadays humans predominantly interact with computers mediated by a (graphical) interface. What the
impact of context-aware applications will be on the interface as omnipresent interlocutory space is
uncertain, but it probably will loose its central stage as mediator in interactions. Mark Weiser writes about
the disappearing interfaces: “Ubiquitous computing names the third wave in computing, just now beginning.

First were mainframes, each shared by lots of people. Now we are in the personal computing era, person
and machine staring uneasily at each other across the desktop. Next comes ubiquitous computing, or the
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age of calm technology, when technology recedes into the background of our lives" (Weiser, 1991). It
assumes that technology will be an integral part of interactions, but that the technology behind will
‘disappear’ and invisibly be integrated in everyday life world. The different metaphors used for contextaware applications assume this disappearing interface and invisibility of technology: ubiquitous computing,
ubicomp, pervasive computing, ambient intelligence, everywhere or calm computing (Sterling, 2006). A
disappearing interface is inextricable linked with an intrusive way of communication and with black boxing
the technology even more than nowadays.
However, it is not because physically the computer will disappear that the logics of the computer will do so
and context-aware environments will become ‘intelligent’. Already in 1983 Philip J. Hayes en D. Raj Reddy,
both computer linguistics, quoted two important differences between interactive computer systems and
human communication, which make them fundamentally different: a) interactive computer systems do not
possess the capacity to answer unanticipated circumstances; and b) interactive computer systems do not
possess solutions to detect communication problems (Hayes & Reddy, 1983: 12). And we would complete
this with c) interactive computer systems never work perfect. The impregnation of the life world by
ubiquitous computing is limited because machines lack a certain amount of common sense (Dreyfus, 2001).
Or, as Lucy Suchman writes on the difference of (human) situated actions and (machine) planned actions:

"The circumstances of our actions are never fully anticipated and are continuously changing around us. As
a consequence our actions, while systematic, are never planned in the strong sense that cognitive science
would have it. Plans are a weak resource for what is primarily an ad hoc activity" (Suchman, 2005: 20).
Interacting with machines is very different from interacting with humans because machines can never
understand the intentions and the meanings humans give to communication acts. We cannot speak of a

general thesis of reciprocity of perspectives (Schütz & Luckmann, 1974) in communication acts between
humans and machines.

2.1.2 Fear for technology
When looking at recent research on ICT use (Broos & Roe, 2006) and the meaning of information- and
communication technologies (ICT) in everyday life (Bakardjieva, 2005; Claeys, 2007), we notice that
feelings of fear for ICT, but also the fear of evolutions in the network society, are related to feelings of self
efficacy, and locus of control. The digital literacy level plays an important role in the feelings of control (and
of fear). Without discussing the different models of digital literacy (Barton & Hamilton, 2000) we want to
stipulate that without digital literacy, and without feeling of control, people will stay scared of technological
developments and changes regarding their individual lives and the society they live in.
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Combining the dominant vision on ubiquitous computing with the findings on causes of the feelings of fear
for technology, we can already define one problem space: disappearing technology and not having feelings
of control exclude each other.

2.2 User participation as empty signifier?
The development of new (context-aware) applications envisions a central role to the user. In industrial
research, different participative methods are used to learn about the future users, or even to co-create
applications together with users (Van Rompaey, Van Der Meerssche et al. 2005). Also in promotional
material of Ambient Intelligent applications for the home, the words ‘connectedness’, ‘control’, ‘easiness’
and ‘personalization’ are predominant. But in the same work the researchers determined that, in
contradiction to the discourse of ‘putting the user central’, almost half of the pictures used in the
promotional material contained no humans but devices (Ben Allouch, Van Dijk et al., 2005). What does it
mean to have the users participating in the development process? What is their impact? Has this concept
become an empty signifier (Laclau & Mouffe, 1985)?

2.2.1 The origin of user participation
Since the 80’s there is growing attendance for the role of the ‘user’ in innovation. This is translated by coemploying usability designers and ethnographers in teams that existed before only of engineers. It is not
traceable who focused for the first time on the ‘user’ 1 , but the research area known as Participatory Design
(PD), from origin Scandinavian, played certainly an important role. Participatory Design is a research area
that initially started from Trade Union Participation (Beck, 2001). A central concern was that workers
needed to be able to participate in the means of production. Therefore representatives needed to
understand new technologies to be prepared for negotiations with management (Nygaard & Bergo, 1973).
Thereafter different political, and non-political, researchers focused on the development of specific
techniques for involving users in design (for an overview, see: Bjerknes, 1987). In Participatory Design
‘user participation’ was in no way related to business issues or forecasting the market, but was only seen as
a vehicle for empowerment of the user in different ways.
From social science perspective the rise of the Social Shaping of Technology (SST) research area gave a
growing attendance on the role of the ‘user’. Although SST is an umbrella concept for different socioconstructivist visions on technology, which rose as a reaction on the dominant technological deterministic
visions, all the visions focus on the mutual shaping process of use and development, of society and
technology. SST examines the politicization of technological culture, the interpenetration of materiality and
1

As all changes in practices or theory different authors create simultaneously a new research direction.
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identity and the role of users as agents of technical change (Boczkowski, 2004). More than in PD which
especially deals with the changes technology brings when inserted in existing work relations, SST focuses
on power relations that are inscribed or embedded in technology. This means that scripts can sustain,
enforce or transform existing power relations.

2.2.2 The notion of participation
Participation has been used to refer to a wide variety of different situations by different people, and is a
very contested concept. Therefore some refer to it as an empty signifier (Carpentier, 2007). The history
and origin (and radicalism) of the concept as related to power issues is fading away under the diversity of
meanings it is covered now. Servaes refers to the importance of power as central entity that must be linked
to participation. As he writes: “this ‘real’ form of participation has to be seen as participation [that] directly

addresses power and its distribution in society. It touches the very core of power relationships” (Servaes,
1999: 198 in: Carpentier, 2007: 87).
Carole Pateman makes a differentiation between ‘partial’ and ‘full’ participation. She defines partial
participation as: “A process in which two or more parties influence each other in the making of decisions

but the final power to decide rests with one party only” (Pateman, 1970: 70). Full participation is: “A
process where each individual member of a decision-making body has equal power to determine the
outcome of decisions” (Pateman, 1970: 1971).
2.2.3 The impoverishment of ‘user participation’
Nowadays different R&I departments of IT-company

(Xerox, Nokia, Philips, Alcatel-Lucent) work with

transdisciplinary teams. Performing user research and organizing co-design sessions are commonly used
practices in these environments; different methods are gathered under the name ‘user centered design’,
and all of them lean on the participation of the user in the innovation process. Although the concepts are
still currently fluid and under discussion, the ‘user centered design’ process puts users at the center of the
innovation process. Within co-design the user is integrated in a very early stage of the conceptual and
interface design process and the focus is on the mutual learning process of developer and user. Within
user-informed design information about the user(s) is gathered before developing a design and the user is
integrated at a certain moment in the design process (Geerts, Jans et al., 2007). Within user-informed
design we can further distinguish e.g. interaction design (Arnall, 2006) and experience design (Forlizzi &
Battarbee, 2004; Jones, 2006).
This widespread adoption of the concept ‘user participation’, and diversification of design methods that put
the user central, does not mean that the original ideas on participation and user participation, as historical
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rooted within PD, are also widely disseminated. The question even is if these design methods can be
defined as ‘participatory’ if we look at the interpretation and meanings attached onto the concept of
‘participation’ as described above.
Where in PD empowerment and participation were central and political aims, the different user-centered
design models are mostly not political and not concerned with power relations and empowerment. It seems
like the success of ‘user participation’ is accompanied with an impoverishment of the concept of ‘user
participation’. As Beck formulates it: “participatory design has come to include practices that share only the

historical link to participation as a vehicle for empowerment. In the non-political extreme, user participation,
once politically radical, has been picked up as a slogan for marketing and other uses” (Beck, 2001: 6).
When we talk about user participation in the development of applications and refer to the definitions of
Pateman, we can in ‘best’ cases speak of a certain form of partial participation, but in no way of full
participation.

2.3 Design trends incompatible with full participation?
If the existing design trends are compatible with the vision on participation as formulated above is the next
question discussed. By attaching our vision on the interpretation of participatory design onto the existing
trends regarding (GUI) design.

2.3.1

The goal of getting it simple and easy

User-centered design is currently the dominant trend in design processes. Designers try to know as much
as possible about their future users. However the problem is that when applications are getting tailored for
the particular likes, dislikes, skills and needs of a particular target population, they will less likely be
appropriate for others (Norman, 2005). Another drawback is that working with specific target groups the
design tends to become quickly a strengthening of existing stereotypes. To put it simple: it makes
everything pink and round for women, and blue and angular for men. This may conduct shortage to the
individual preferences and reality of a liquid identity, preferences and life of users. Don Norman, who is
perceived as a leading voice regarding user-centered design, questions the current direction of design. He
states: “Human-centered design is considered harmful” (Norman, 2005).
Cecile Crutzen criticizes also the current vision on ‘user friendly design’. She starts from the differentiation
between ‘readerly (lisible) text’ and ‘writerly (scriptable) text’ as made by Roland Barthes (1977). In
‘readerly’ texts the author is an autonomous, authoritarian producer and sender, and the reader a
prototyped passive consumer and receiver. The ‘writerly’ text, in contradiction, invites the active
participation of the reader. Crutzen states that ironically, in design

‘readerly’ text is described as
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userfriendly while ‘writerly’ text is referred to as unreadable and userunfriendly because they require more
effort (Crutzen, 2005).

2.3.2 User participation within ‘simple and easy’ design
From our perspective, the vision on ‘simple and easy’ is not compatible with user participation, when going
back to the initial meaning of participation as linked to power relations and empowerment. We assume that
in these kinds of design the outcomes of decisions in the user-centered design process stay in the hands of
the developers. When looking at the development process we see that the possible impact of the user on
the development of applications is narrowing further the development of the application is completed. So
we can in no way speak of more or less equal power relations. The involvement of the users is very limited.
Mostly the existing patterns of behavior are observed during the contextual investigation (pre-application
time), and the interaction with the application is studied when the application is already prototyped.
In figure 1 we show the possible impact of the user on the development of applications.
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Fig. 1: Possible impact of user on application related to the development phases of applications with an
‘easy and simple’ design concept
When looking at the highest point, the beginning of the curve, we see it never attains the 100% level.
Because the development of applications is driven by, or building upon, existing technologies. We assume
that in the initial phase of the creation of a new application the user impact is always restricted by the
existing technological boundaries. Even if the idea for a new application is born out of the mind of users,
the application that will arise will have the limitations that are set out by the technology. When looking at
the end of the curve, we see that with the closure (Bijker, Hughes et al. 1987) of the application, the
possible impact of the user is reduced to almost zero. Although this is not the fact for all applications (see
next paragraph), the ‘easy and simple’ interface design often does not accept any user impact after closure.
This probably is linked to the costs for bringing changes into programs over time. The later changes have
to be made within programs, the higher the costs. If a product is designed for ‘simple and easy’ use and
only one path is possible, then it must be the ‘right’ path (whatsoever ‘right’ may mean in this case)
because changing it in a later stage comes with massive costs.
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3. Context and their meaning for context-aware applications
In this section, we describe how the problems stated above are reflected in current context-aware
applications and environments. First, we take a short look at context definition from a transdisciplinary
perspective. Afterwards we take a look at the evolution of the shift in control.

3.1 Context from a transdisciplinary perspective
Although defining concepts is a fundamental step in doing scientific research, the context definition is still
under discussion. In his PhD thesis, Dey (2000) gives an extensive overview of existing definitions of
‘context’ (Pascoe, 1998; Schilit, Adams, et al. 1994; Chen & Kotz, 2000; Hull, Neaves, et al., 1997; Brown,
1996), which are used in the literature on context-awareness.
Dey himself quotes that context-aware applications look at the who’s, where’s, when’s and what’s of
entities and use this information to determine why a situation is occurring. From this perspective he defines
context as: “Any information that can be used to characterize the situation of an entity. An entity is a

person, place, or object that is considered relevant to the interaction between a user and an application,
including the user and application themselves” (Dey, 2000).
Our question regarding this strong, and often used, definition is that context is more about meanings that
are constructed in interaction with persons, places or objects than about entities as persons, places or
objects as such. This remark can be situated within the current evolution in human sciences where political,
economical, cultural and social context are taken into account for explaining social interactions 2 . This
evolution must be seen in the growing critics on the (post) positivistic and empirical-analytical tradition,
which started in the ‘60s. This evolved into more attention for contextualizing behavior when looking for
explaining social behavior (Kuhn, 1962; Schütz, 1962). The central critics on this statement were that
quantitative research, beside disempowering, also decontextualized the research subjects. This all in view
of reaching ‘objectivity’ in research. But, as constructivist researchers emphasize, interactions are always
contextual situated, and meaning to it is given within this (changing) context. This is related to the view on
reality not as a world that consists of facts that represent objects, but as one of intersubjective constructed
meanings that are defined in interaction. Context then defines interaction, but interaction is also changing
under influence of context. Context is then intertwined with the view on reality and the ontological
structures of the life-world, what makes it a very philosophical discussion.

2
Typical for an interaction is that there is always an exchange of meanings. I concur with Cecile Crutzen’ definition of interaction when she writes: “We speak of
interaction when there is a process of exchange of representation(s) between actors and when these actors give meaning to these representation(s) while
observing and representing, in short when these actors construe meaning by means of representation(s)" (Crutzen 2000: 44).
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From an engineering point of view, and within the constraints of existing technologies, taking meaning into
account is a strange switch to make. It undermines the belief in the existence of a ‘model of the user’s
world’ or a ‘model of behavior’.

3.2 Control shift in development and configuration of context-aware applications and
environments
This section describes how context-aware application development changed over the years and how
developers, and especially users, can configure these applications. We will discuss the basics of contextaware applications, how context knowledge can be represented within computer systems and how the
creation of context-aware applications evaluated over the years.

3.2.1 Basic architecture of context-aware applications
Figure 2 represents a rough architecture of a context-aware application. Two types of input can be noticed.
On the one hand context data (such as location, person presence, weather…) are acquired from (hidden)
sensors or software equivalents. On the other hand explicit user input is gathered through e.g. keyboards,
graphical user interfaces or GUIs. Based on context data and explicit user input the application logic defines
which (new) data can be inferred or which action(s) should be performed, e.g. a light which is switched or
a message which is send or the notice that, when two persons are at the same location we could infer that
they are near by each other. The inferred data can then be seen as new context data. We should also be
aware that all user input and output has to be situated in a broader context than can be applied by
computer systems, and which every user will perceive differently.

Context-aware application

Context data
User input

Application logic
Actions/inferred data

Fig. 2: Basic architecture of a context-aware application
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We will focus on following technological differences between different context-aware applications: the way
in which and how context data is modeled (and acquired) and how easy it is to understand and change the
logic of context-aware applications.

3.2.2 Context models
To be able to deal with context in a computerized way a context model is needed. This is the way context
knowledge of an environment is represented within computer systems based on the definition of context.
However, doing this remains a difficult task.
Context models have involved over the years from very static, unexpressive representations to more
flexible, semantic and extensible ones. In the beginning attribute-value pairs were quite frequently used e.g.
in the Context Toolkit (Dey, 2000). More recent models have the capabilities to define concepts, relations
and their constraints. The most common models at the moment are ontology based (Gu, Pung et al., 2005;
Chen, Fenin et al., 2004; Korpip, Malm et al., 2005) although other models like object oriented (Hofer,
Schwinger et al., 2003) and 4-ary predicates (Rom, Hess et al., 2002) exist.
Ontologies are very suitable for context models because they are so expressive and also because of the
possibility for applying ontology based reasoning techniques (see next paragraph). Numerous
representations to define ontologies exist but probably Resource Description Framework (RDF) (W3C 2000),
Web Ontology Language (OWL) (W3C2004) and W3C’ semantic web activities (W3C 2001) gave a boost to
ontologies.
Although much technological progress has been made to create more semantic models, only little research
has been performed on how models can be designed by communities (e.g. DOGMA-MESS (De Moor, 2006)
and even fewer by ‘ordinary users’. Almost all models are technological driven and expect that, in one or
another way, it is possible to model a domain, or even worse, the world. A domain or world model is mostly
based on user groups but context-aware applications are very dedicated for every user. Because of that
they are more difficult or even not possible to define them. Moreover, mostly little attention is paid on what
model users really need. In addition, models change over time because with every action context changes
as in real life.
As a result most current models can only be used in protected research environments but not in real world
situations.
Although ontologies allow a more semantic description of an environment and many authors claim to be
able to model emotions and feelings of persons but forget that the meaning of context differs for every
person and is modulated through interactions. A rudimentary example for instance is the difficulty to model
‘having cold’. This feeling is subjective and we will probable never be able to model such entities.
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3.2.3 Evolution in context-aware application creation
In the previous paragraph we discussed different ways how knowledge in a context-aware environment can
be represented. This paragraph describes the evolution in building applications that can import data into a
context model.

This data is acquired from hardware, or virtual sensors. We also describe how

actions/events can be triggered based on the data in the context model. Instead of enumerating existing
context-aware applications we will focus in this paragraph on the shift of who is in control over time.
When investigating context-aware application we notice a shift from who is able to create and configure
context-aware applications or, with other words, who is in control.
Before 2000 almost all sensor specific programming code was hard wired (programmed) into applications.
Those applications have a lack of sensor abstraction and separation of concerns. Building these types of
applications was very cumbersome and money consuming and was very difficult to reuse. The consequence
was that only very few specialized developers where able to create context-aware applications.
Around the year 2000 context-aware frameworks arose which helped developers developing context-aware
applications (Dey, 2000; Chen et al., 2004). Developers could use generic software components of the
context frameworks which allowed acquiring context information without having to know all boring details
of the hardware sensors (sensor abstraction). These components also allowed making already existing
applications context-aware without having to recode the whole application (separation of concerns).
Although this lowered the barrier to develop context-aware application for developers, this still doesn’t give
the control to the user. Moreover in most of the frameworks and applications the control logic was still hard
coded by developers for a specific application. It was difficult to change for developers after going into
production and almost impossible for users without having to become a general purpose developer.
The last years step-by-step research starts on how context frameworks/applications can be adapted in the
way that developers can implement the logic in a more declarative way. Reasoning engines that use rules
for declaring the logic play an important role. A rule consists of conditions and consequences (that can be
action/events or inferred data). When the conditions are satisfied the consequences are processed. Some
examples: when a person enters the room and it is dark in house (two conditions coupled by Boolean logic)
the lights are automatically switched on and the music starts playing (action as consequence); or when two
persons Mike and Pat are in a distance of 1 m of each other (condition) new inferred context data ‘Mike is
near by Path’ is added to the context model.
These rule based systems or reasoners make it easier for developers but logic to define rules is still to
complex too for an average user.
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Last years research started on how to give users control of context-aware applications (Dey, Hamid, et al.,
2004; Dey et al., 2006) and on the relevance of context topics for the users, or even better to make that
the users can define the context topics that are relevant for them.

4. Defining boundaries for the development of critical user participatory context-aware
applications and environments
After stating our critics on user participation and the evolutions in the development of context-aware
applications and environments together, we want to formulate a non-exhaustive set of recommendations
for the development of what we name ‘critical 3 user participatory context-aware applications and
environments’.
We identify six key conditions that from our point of view need to be fulfilled to be able to speak of ‘critical’
user participation in the development and configuration of context-aware applications in our urge to start to
shift existing power relations in the advantage of the user. The conditions are formulated from a
technological and human perspective, because developers and users both need to be accountable and
knowledgeable actors.
The formulation of the conditions start from our critic that persons perceive context-aware applications at
the moment as black boxes. Developers define what the output/inferred data will be for a certain input.
The opening of the black box onto a certain level is inevitable for empowerment of the users. They should
be able to look into the black box and define themselves for which context data (and possibly user input) a
certain action should be performed. But these requirements have implications for development and use.
To demonstrate the technologically realization of our recommendations we use in our current prototypes
the combination of rule engines and domain specific languages (DSL) because is probably the most
appropriate way at the moment. Herby it is important that all rules are part of the context model itself.
Each rule is defined and takes place within a certain context and cannot be separated from each other. This
critic was also launched by Singh and Conway (2006) but then from developer’s perspective.
First of all people should know about the computerized context that surrounds them. Therefore they should
be aware which context can be ‘sensed’ and understand what it means. This doesn’t mean that users
should know all sensor details but at least what’s possible to detect and what not. A way to tackle this
problem from our perspective is that users could retrieve which context is measured in the environment
surrounding them at any time and any place. Therefore (maybe separate) context-aware applications
should be available to sense the environment and present the context topics that are measured in a human
3

By using the concept ’critical’ we estimate the relation to the tradition of critical theory as defined by Max Horkheimer of the Frankfurt School.
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understandable way. Without access to this information users will always experience an ambient
environment as suspicious or even hostile and will fear the unknown.
Secondly, users should be able to understand the logic that is applied in context-aware applications. This
means that they should always be able to know why something happens. When things happen without the
understanding of a person but only by the developer, the developer is determining the behavior of that
person in a non-democratic way. Users for example do not appreciate when screens pop up from ‘nowhere’
(just look to some web pages to see that developers do it even deliberate for unhonorable purposes). A lot
of applications have these problems but in context-aware applications the life of the person is affected
without the feeling of direct computer interaction (and have no keyboard to beat when they are angry). It
can be nice that lights are switched on without pushing a button, but people should always understand why
this happens. Moreover, the reasons why something happens should not be explained in a mystic
computerized way but in a human understandable one.
To give users a better understanding in the context-aware application logic, we propose that for every
action that takes place in the context-aware environment a diagnosis is presented to the user that explains
why something happens (if the user wishes this) in human understandable language or in a graphical way.
Diagnosis is already often applied in case of errors but seldom when things go as expected. Error reporting
still often happens cryptic and so not understandable by users, but diagnosis should be human
understandable. Technologically backwards rule chaining could provide the means to derive the conditions
when a certain action took place. Domain Specific Languages (DSL’s) can then be used to translate the
conditions in a (quite) human understandable way.
A third, probably one of the most simple but important, condition is that users always must be in the
possibility to switch off the context-aware interactions. The ultimate control may not lay in hands of
developers or others, but in hands of the persons the application is related to. Although this sounds quite
logic this is most often not the case in current context-aware applications or environments. Without being a
developer you cannot manage the application yourself.
A fourth condition is that users should be able to define by themselves what should happen when certain
context conditions are satisfied. It could not be that developers define when and what happens without the
user can intervene or adapt it afterwards. Because the inherent feature that context-aware application are
very personal, developers can never create the logic needed for or wanted by the individually users.
Technologically rule engines combined with DSL’s (or rule editing GUI’s) could allow users composing their
own context-aware logic by defining their own rules without having to become a general-purpose developer.
We are, however, aware that it will still be the developers who define the most basic context topics and
actions that can be used by users to create their own rules.
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A fifth condition, probably the most difficult one to realize, is that users should be able to define there own
meaning to context topics. Meaning is so personal and evaluating in time that developers (also when
applications are developed in transdisciplinary teams) never can define it for the user, although this is what
often happens at the moment. Just as in the previous condition, rules with inferred data as consequence
could be used to implement a very basic form of meaning. Users could for example define what they
understand as ‘cold’ under certain conditions. This can be 5 degrees Celsius, or 20 degrees Celsius. We
know that this basic example is only a start of solution to put meaning in the hands of users. We still have
to take into account the constraints of technology and technology cannot handle meaning and meaning is
constructed in the interactions themselves.
A last, but very important condition, is the fact that not only developers may not design from a 'view from

nowhere' or 'detached intimacy' but from a 'located accountability' (Suchman, 2002), but users also have to
take their responsibility. Living in a networked society makes it necessary to develop some critical digital
literacy, and also some critical literacy of the digital. A necessary condition to shift power relations
regarding technology, and more specific related to context-aware applications, in favor of the user is
inextricably linked with the will of users to take their responsibility in autonomous behaving and controlling
their everyday life world where context-aware applications will possibly get integrated.
Although these conditions will never take away the feeling of intrusiveness completely and users will never
full participate in the development and configuration of the context-aware logic, we believe that consequent
satisfaction of these conditions will make the users more confident in context-aware environment and give
them a greater feeling of being in control.

5. Case study design
Currently we are further elaborating, testing and researching the prototypes that can realize the conditions
stated above. Moreover research is done in how rules can be defined by users in a tangible way. Results
will be published at a later time.

6. Conclusions and future work
In this article we studied the reasons why context-aware applications and environments didn’t really break
through until now. We started with scrutinizing the concept of user participation and their relation to
current design trends and the implication for the development of context-aware applications and
environments. We formulated some recommendations with the goal to shift power relations in the
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development, configuration and use of context-aware applications. We assume that without allowing users
to open and configure the context-aware logic, users will never have trust into the systems, never use it
and stay in a very weak power position in relation to the developer.
We are aware that this is only the beginning of research and the research on the implementation of
mentioned recommendations should be evaluated. We are however aware that the fulfillment of these
conditions will not take away the feeling of intrusiveness completely and users will never ‘fully participate’.
But when these conditions are not met we believe that context-aware environments will not break through
and the real research for useful user programmed context-aware applications will never start.

[Future work will be proposed at the conference]
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